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Historical Overview

The quick and reliable ignition of a firearm is a deciding factor for optimal
deployment. This is true for hunting, target shooting, defense and attack. It is
the reason why, since the beginning of firearms a huge effort was put into
the development of fuels, ignition methods, materials and construction of
ignition devices.  In the relatively long period from 1300 – 1900, a large
number of various ignition devices were developed. Only the most common
are described in this chapter. 

Walter de
Milemete

As mentioned before, depicted in two illustrations from the 1326 Milemete
manuscript, are the oldest pictures of the firing of a bronze barrel, presu-
mably with black powder. 
In the multi-coloured illustration, Walter de Milemete shows a knight with a
helmet and an iron glove. It looks like he ignites the touch hole at the top of
a barrel with a wooden rod and a burning wood sliver wedged into it. In the
second black and white illustration, four knights without iron gloves, with a
long iron or wooden rod with a glowing tip are visible. It looks like they
ignite the load in a bronze barrel at the touch hole on the side. 

Glowing Rod
and
Resinous
Rod

It was not practical during a battle to keep a fire, or at least embers close to
the firearm to make an iron rod glow or light a resinous rod. 

Slow Match The invention of the slow match with its end glowing for a long period of
time had great advantages. It was however, an art to keep at least one slow
match burning between a group of musketeers.
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Ignition
Methods

It is not surprising, that early on it was attempted to keep an igniting source
available that was sufficient to light the priming powder at the touch hole at
the time of the shot. There were three possibilities available: the making of
embers by rubbing a stick under pressure on a rock, making sparks by rub-
bing a piece of pyrite onto a piece of serrated hardened steel, or making
sparks by hitting a flint onto a piece of hardened steel.
For a long time, all three methods have been used together with tinder to
light fires. For obvious reasons, the development of firearms ignition systems
focused mainly on the rubbing and hitting method. 

Wheel Lock,
Snaphaunce
Lock

With the development of the wheel lock and the snaphaunce lock, the
ignition of the load at the point of need was made possible. This resulted in
tremendous progress. However, these ignitions needed an exchange of
pyrite or flint after only a few shots. These weapons could only be fired in dry
weather conditions. A further challenge was the filling of the flash pan with
black powder and the possibility of spilling it. 

Percussion
Lock

With the invention of mercury fulminate and the percussion lock, easier
handling and independence from weather conditions was achieved. Loading
still took a lot of time.

Breech
Loader

With the development of the cartridge for the breech loader, it became
possible to shoot in any weather, load in a safe manner and shoot in pretty
well any position. In the 19th Century, the development of many ideas,
successes and failures came to a temporary closure.
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Development of Ignition Mechanics from 1300 – 1900

Touch Hole and Flash Pan

Ca. 1340: Touch Hole on Top
The so-called Loshult gun, possibly the oldest barrel still available, was cast in bronze. Its
shape is similar to the one in the Milemete manuscript and shows a simple touch hole
with a diameter of approximately 5mm. It can be assumed that the touch hole was usually
positioned at the top of the barrel so it was easier to place the black powder. It is
presumed that for bronze barrels, the touch hole was drilled. For forged barrels, it was
either punched into the red hot barrel with a cold pin, or later, drilled. The igniting of the
primer required much concentration from the shooter or a helper. The priming powder
pile on top of the touch hole could easily be spilled or blown off by the wind. 

Fig. 9 – 1a  Use:
Fist Barrels, Hand Cannons, Pole
Guns and Cannons

Fig. 9 – 1b Ca. 1340:
Loshult Gun

Statens Historika Museum, Stockholm
Photo: PoDu, Page 8

Fig. 9 – 1c Ca. 1430:
Stocked Gun

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Ca. 1360: Funnel Shaped Touch Hole
Possibly quite early, the touch hole was widened into a funnel shape to make it easier to
fill with priming powder. To ignite the load, the igniting rod always had to be held preci-
sely to the touch hole. Here as well, it was very easy to spill the priming powder on top of
the touch hole. The touch hole of a forged gun from 1400, now at the city museum of
Tabor, Bohemia, has a rectangular, vertical hole on the top side that was most likely
punched into the red hot iron of the barrel with a square nail. 

Fig. 9 – 2 Use:
Fist Barrels, Hand Cannons,
Pole Guns and Cannons

Ca. 1375: Powder Notch
In some cases, the cylindrical touch hole also had a groove that made it possible to make
a powder line. Spilling of the primer was diminished. The long priming powder line
however, resulted in more smoke. 

Fig. 9 – 3a Use:
Fist Barrels, Hand Cannons,
Pole Guns and Cannons

Fig. 9 – 3b Ca. 1370:
Fist Barrel

Cross shaped notch at the
touch hole. It is not known if
the cross displays a religious
symbol. 
 
Museum Moravska, Trebova
Photo: Nachbau, KuPe
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Ca. 1380: Small Flash Pan at the Top of the Barrel
In 1380, the top part of the touch hole was enlarged to build a small bowl shaped pan.
With this flash pan, it was easier to light the priming powder. Spilling of the primer was
diminished, and there was less smoke. 

Fig. 9 – 4a Use:
Fist Barrels, Hand Cannons,
Pole Guns and Cannons

Fig. 9 – 4b Before 1499:
Tannenberg Gun

Germanisches Museum, Nuremberg
Photo: HoAr, Page 6

Ca. 1400: Trough shaped Flash Pan at the Top of Barrel Top
For the next improvement, the flash pan was equipped with a raised rim. For bronze
barrels, the powder trough was cast on. For iron barrels, it was forged on. A larger trough
allowed a larger amount of primer and easier ignition. With that however, there was more
undesirable smoke development. To avoid the primer from spilling, swiveling flash pan
covers were sometimes used. 

Fig. 9 – 5a Use:
Pole Guns, Stocked Hand
Guns
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Fig. 9 – 5b Ca. 1425:
Bronze Pole Gun

The trough shaped flash pan at
the top of the barrel has a
simple swiveling flash pan
cover. In those days, this repre-
sented a very advanced
design. Archeological find,
Kurisches Haff.
Muzeum Wojska Polskiego,
Warschau;      Photo: HoAr, page 8

Bild 9 – 5c Ca. 1450:
Early Match Lock Musket with
Powder Trough on the Side

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1420: Flash Pan on the Side 

As time went on, the touch hole was shifted to the right hand side in order to keep the

sight line clear. This version was a temporary solution until the flash pan on one of the

side flats was developed. 

Fig. 9 – 6a Use:
Pole Guns, Stocked Wall
Guns, Early Match Lock
Muskets

Fig. 9 – 6b Ca. 1420:
Early Musket

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Ca. 1440: Flash Pan on the beveled Side Flat
From the middle of the 15th century, the touch hole with a small flash pan on some
octagonal barrels can be found on the right hand beveled side. In some cases, the
depression of the flash pan is chiseled directly into the 45 degree bevel on the right side
of the barrel. For larger flash pan depressions, a flash pan trough was sometimes forged
onto the bevel. With the flash pan arranged on the side slope, it was easier to take aim.
The possibility of spilling the primer remained.

Fig. 9 – 7a Use:
Stocked Hand Cannons, Wall
Guns

Fig.  9 – 7b Ca. 1490:
Semi Wall Gun

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1470 - 1700: Flash Pan without Cover on the Barrel
In the final stage of the touch hole development, the flash pan is found on the vertical
right hand side of the barrel. The flash pan is either forged onto the barrel or connected
to it with a dove tail. This allowed for easier aiming and considerably minimized the
danger of spilling the primer.

Fig. 9 – 8a Use:
Match Lock Muskets, Wall
Guns
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Fig. 9 – 8b Ca. 1480:
Wall Gun

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

1500 - 1700:  Flash Pan with hinged Cover on Barrel Side
Early on, to avoid spilling or igniting the primer by mistake, the flash pans installed on the
side were equipped with a cover. The swinging cover allowed the weapon to be loaded
sometime before shooting. Weather conditions were no longer a concern for shooting. As
well, the danger of spilling primer was avoided. 

Fig. 9 – 9a Use:
Match Lock Muskets, Hunting
and Target Rifles

Fig. 9 – 9b Ca. 1510:
Matchlock Musket

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 9 – 9c Ca. 1500:
Bronze Double Wall Gun

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Match as Ignition Method

In the years around 1420, the match, a finger thick hemp rope dipped in lead sugar and
then dried, appeared in Europe. The match was light and allowed a slow and steady glow
at its end. This finally solved the problem of the iron rod that would only glow for a short
time and of the wooden rod with its easily extinguishable flame. There was no need to
have fire close by. It was only necessary to have several glowing matches on hand. At that
time, the match was the most important invention in the development of firearms. It was
used for almost 300 years. The match was wedged into a stick or held by hand. The
musketeer was responsible for never letting his match go out. (For further information on
matches, see Fuse, page 76)  

For firing the early hand cannons, the shooter had to consider many things: the flash pan
cover had to be opened, the primer in the flash pan could not be spilled, the gun had to
be held steady, aimed at the target and at the same time, to fire the shot, the glowing
match had to be carefully lowered onto the flash pan. This was not possible without a
helper.

Match Lock

Ca. 1450: Primitive Match Lock without Lock Plate
It is not surprising that already by the middle of the 15th century; a serpentine with a
wedged in match was attached onto the side of the stock. By pulling back the counter
weight, the upper part of the lever with the wedged in match was lowered onto the flash
pan and ignited the primer. For esthetic reasons, this iron lever was shaped like an ‘S’
shaped snake. Often the wedging device at the upper end of the lever was shaped like a
snake head. For this reason, the cock of this first match lock was called a serpentine. With
this early match lock, the shooter still had to pay attention. Besides aiming, the glowing
match had to be carefully lowered onto the priming powder in the flash pan. Because of
the weight of the lower part of the lever, after releasing the serpentine, it returned to its
initial position. 

Fig. 9 – 10a Use:
Early Wall Guns and Muskets
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Fig. 9 – 10b Ca. 1450:
Early Match Lock Hand Gun

Replica based on Historical
Drawing

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

1400 - 1600: Match Lock with Lock Plate and Return Spring
A further improvement was the addition of a trigger that moved the cock with the match
via a lever system. A return spring, brought the serpentine back to its original position.
Older match locks without, or with only small lock plates usually had a cock spring on the
outside. This had the disadvantage of being unprotected and easily damaged. The
attachments of the moveable parts of the match lock to the stock were sensitive to blows
and not usually very precise. This could have a negative effect on the handling and the
reliability of the firearm.
A further improvement was a match lock with all parts attached to a solid lock plate. This
had the added advantage that the locksmith was able to deliver a compact and tested
ignition device to the gunsmith. 

Fig. 9 – 11a Use:
Wall Guns, Muskets, Hunting
and Target Rifles

Fig. 9 – 11b Ca. 1600:
Dutch Match Lock

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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1500 - 1550: Match Lock with Cock Spring and Small Lock Plate
The musketeer still had to carefully lower the match onto the flash pan when aiming and
shooting. With a more developed match lock, the cock had to be pulled back against the
cock spring. In the cocked position, a notch on the lower lever of the serpentine is
engaged and is holding this position. To shoot, the musketeer only had to push a button
on the side. This made shooting much easier since the shooter could now fully
concentrate on aiming.

Fig. 9 – 12a Use:
Wall Guns, Muskets, Hunting
and Target Rifles

Fig. 9 – 12b Ca. 1480:
Early Match Lock with External
Main Spring

Westböhmisches Museum, Pilsen
Photo: DuJa, Page 23

1500 - 1550: Military Match Lock with Internal Main Spring
A basic design which featured easy manufacturing, handling and maintenance was used
on military match locks over many years, although better ignition devices were already
available. 

Fig. 9 –13a Use:
Wall Guns, Muskets, Hunting
and Target Rifles
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Fig. 9 – 13b Ca. 1500:
Snaphaunce Match Lock with
Bronze Barrel on Wall Gun

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1550: Match Lock with Automatic Cover Opening
To assure the opening of the flash pan cover before the serpentine is lowered, the match
lock was equipped with a higher lock plate and a swinging pan cover with a low lying
pivot point. The pan cover is moved with a connecting bar between an eccentric on the
cock axis and the vertical lever of the pan cover located behind the lock plate. When the
cock was lowered, the cover automatically opened. This rather exclusive lock was used
mainly for hunting. This was the reason why the large lock plates were often decorated
with engravings.
To be more cost effective, military match locks were not usually equipped with these
automatic cover openings. 

Fig. 9 – 14a Use:
Hunting and Target Rifles

Fig. 9 – 14b Ca. 1598:
Match Lock of Wall Gun

Army Museum, Stockholm
Photo: HoAr, Page 21

Ca. 1720:  Japanese Match Lock
Around 1700, in Japan and possibly other countries, match locks with coil springs for the
cock action were used. The coil spring that was wound around the cock axis lowered it to
the flash pan when shot. With the coil spring, a soft movement of the cock could be
achieved. 
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Fig. 9 – 15a Use:
Japanese Muskets, Pistols,
Hunting Rifles

Fig. 9 – 15b Ca. 1820:
Japanese Match Lock with Coil
Spring on Pistol

German Historirical Museum, Berlin
Photo: MüHe, Page 32

1700 - 1850:  Oriental Match Lock
Since the Colonial States did not allow new ignition devices in the colonies, match locks
with internal mechanisms were used well into the 19th century. By pulling up on the trigger
bar installed inside the stock, the cock was lowered onto the flash pan via a lever. An
internal spring brought the cock back to its neutral position.

Fig. 9 – 16a Use:
Military, Indian Musket

Fig. 9 – 16b Ca. 1800:
Indian Musket, Bandukh
Torador

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Tinder as Ignition Device

Tinder
Polypore

Since early mankind, it must have been known that a tinder polypore, a
fungus growing mainly on birch and beech did not burn, but glow when dried
and lit. Ground into powder, it was used to light fires. The tinder polypore
powder was spread on a flat rock. A stick was pressed onto the powder with
its point and quickly turned on its axis. The developing heat made the tinder
polypore glow. The capability of tinder polypore to burn slow and regular
made it interesting for the application in firearms. 

Tinder Lock

Ca. 1510: Tinder Snaphaunce Lock
It was obvious that it was attempted to wedge a small glowing piece of tinder instead of
the match, into the cock. In ignition trials, it was discovered that contrary to the match, the
glowing tinder developed less smoke and smell. For that reason, it did not inhibit aiming.
Its small size allowed a quick movement of the cock, and with that, a fast firing of the shot
of the tinder lock. It could happen that at the impact of the glowing tinder onto the empty
burned flash pan, the glow was partially or even totally extinguished. All of these features
were almost ideal for target shooting or hunting. However, some of these qualities were
absolutely deadly in warfare. To make tinder locks, only very good match locks with a soft
cock spring and a small tube to accommodate the tinder instead of a clamping device for
the match, were used.  In those days, this was an ideal ignition device for target shooting
and hunting. 

Fig.  9 – 17a Use:
Target Rifle

Fig.  9 – 17b Ca. 1514:
Tinder Lock Target Rifle

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Pyrite as Ignition Device

In Europe around the 14th century or maybe even earlier, it was discovered that by
rubbing a piece of pyrite on a rough, hardened piece of steel, sparks could be produced.
It is obvious that somebody had the idea to use this ignition method on the load of a
firearm. This method of creating sparks with pyrite was the first method in the
development of a spark ignition device for firearms (see page 78 for more in depth
information on pyrite).

Friction Lock

The match lock had the disadvantage that the match had to be kept glowing. This created
irritating smoke that could be detected quickly by game or the enemy. In addition, the
problem of loading a musket close to a glowing match was not without danger. The
ignition occurring at the time of the shot was very desirable.

Ca. 1480: Monk’s Hand Gun with Friction Lock
The so-called Monks Gun from around 1500 has a file like hardened rod that lays
parallel to the barrel and can be moved longitudinally. It is exhibited in the armory of the
state art collection in Dresden. In the area of the flash pan, a piece of pyrite is pressed
onto the rough surface of the rasp. If the rasp is pulled back, the pyrite produces sparks
on the rasp’s surface and they light the primer in the flash pan. Since it is almost impos-
sible to do this and aim at the same time, it is assumed that this first firearm with spark
ignition was a test model.

Fig. 9 – 18a Use:
Unknown
Experimental Firearm?

Fig. 9 – 18b Ca. 1500:
Monk’s Gun

Rüstkammer
Staatliche Kunstsammlung Dresden 
Photo: MüHe, Fig. 27
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Wheel Lock

The oldest existing drawing of a wheel lock is from about 1490 from the ‘Codex Atlan-
ticus’ by Leonardo da Vinci. It is assumed, that in the first quarter of the 16th century in
several countries in Europe, a design of a spark ignition of a friction lock was being
developed. The first signs indicating this are found in Germany in two 1505 ink drawings,
in a manuscript by Martin Löffelholz from Nuremberg. This document includes two
drawings of a spark ignition system with a friction wheel, and is often mentioned in
literature. It was originally stored in the state library in Berlin, but has unfortunately gone
missing. Both ignition systems were attached to a wooden base and already had all the
parts of a wheel lock. The lock contained a moveable wheel with a chain partially wound
around the axis, a bent main spring to tension the chain, a cock with a pyrite pressed
down via a main spring and a trigger mechanism. Johannes Kiefuss from Nuremberg is
mentioned many times, as the supposed inventor of the wheel lock around 1517.

Ca. 1480: Wheel Lock Ignition by Leonardo da Vinci
The wheel lock in the drawing by Leonardo da Vinci is most likely set with a key turning
the wheel counter clockwise to span the coil spring via a chain. The upper side of the U-
shaped spring presses a pin into a groove on the friction wheel and on the lower side
presses the cock with the pyrite against the friction surface of the wheel. The tension of the
wheel is released by pulling the pin back from the groove. After the release, the tension
spring turns the friction wheel to its neutral position and creates sparks. 

Fig. 9 – 19a Use:
It is not clear if the drawing
really depicts a wheel lock or
just a device to create fire. It is
also unknown if this devise was
ever built and used.

Fig. 9 – 19b Ca. 1480:
Drawing Leonardo da Vinci 

Photo: PoDu, Page 73
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Ca. 1490: Wheel Lock by Leonardo da Vinci
The drawing shows a wheel lock from the top backside. On the left, a spring presses
against a cam on the cock and moves it together with the clamped pyrite against the
removed upper part of the friction wheel. The lower extension of the horizontal U spring
on the right side of the lock plate connects the chain with an excentre of the friction
wheel. The axis of the friction wheel is set in a tumbler bearing in the lock plate and in an
outer bearing. Most likely the wheel is set counter clockwise with a key. In the set position,
a horizontal bar locks in the corresponding notch in the wheel, holding it in the set
position. By squeezing the trigger up to the lock, the wheel is released. Between the pyrite
and the rough wheel surface, sparks for the ignition are produced. 

Fig. 9 – 20 Ca. 1490:
Drawing of Wheel Lock by
Leonardo da Vinci. The upper
Part of the Wheel has been cut
off for better Understanding 

Photo: PoDu, Page 73

  

Ca. 1520: First Wheel Locks
As we know today, the first wheel locks were made in Southern Germany and Northern
Italy in the first decades of the 16th century. They had the friction wheel-chain-spring
mechanism of Löffelholz. The friction wheel is set counter-clockwise with a key over an
external square drive. When set, a spring loaded locking lever moves in the
corresponding recess on the backside of the friction wheel. The locking lever is held in its
position by a spring equipped trigger bar. By activating the trigger, the trigger bar is
pivoted and releases the locking lever. The tensioned chain turns back the friction wheel.
The spring tensioned cock presses the pyrite against a turning friction wheel. Between the
friction wheel and the pyrite, sparks are produced and ignite the priming powder. 

Fig. 9 – 21a Use:
Hunting and Target Rifles

Abb 9 – 21b Ca. 1533:
Wheel Lock of a Hunting Rifle,
Herzog Heinrich, Count of Pfalz

Bayerisches Armee-Museum, München
Photo: HoAr, Page 61
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Ca. 1546: Wheel Lock with Cock Tension, Spain
The disadvantage of the wheel lock was that prior to shooting, the wheel had to be set
with a key. Various inventions that did not need a key were made. In this wheel, the
tensioning was achieved by cocking the hammer against the main spring via a tooth on a
gear. 

Fig. 9 – 22a Use:
Hunting and Target Rifles

Fig. 9 – 22b Ca. 1546:
Wheel Lock with Cock Tension,
Spain

Real Armeria, Madrid
Photo: HoAr, Page 52

Ca. 1550: Wheel Lock with Coil Spring, Spain
In a few cases, wheel locks had a coil spring instead of a leaf spring. The reason was
probably for easier setting of the cock. However, this spring used quite a bit more space
in the neck area of the stock which could weaken it. 

Fig. 9 – 23 Ca. 1550:
Wheel Lock of a Hunting Rifle

Probably used by Emperor
Karl V, Spain

Real Armeria, Madrid
Photo: HoAr, Page 64
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Ca. 1550:  Brescian Wheel Lock
Construction and function are like regular wheel locks. However, the depicted wheel lock
is missing the automatic flash pan cover. The shape of the lock plate was matched to the
then popular style of Brescia. A ring shaped enclosure of the wheel was often added as
protection.

Fig. 9 – 24a Use:
Hunting and Target Rifles

Fig. 9 – 24b Ca. 1550:
Pistol Wheel Lock from Brescia

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1580: Double Wheel Lock, Bavaria
Double wheel locks were made for Baroque hunting rifles. They had two independent
wheel lock systems on a lock plate at the vertical distance of the two barrels lying above
each other, and a horizontal distance of the distance of the two flash pans of the wheel
lock. With the two independent locks, the loads of the two independent over-under
barrels were ignited. This application was often used for luxury hunting rifles.

Fig. 9 – 25a Use:
Over and Under Hunting Rifles
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Fig. 9 – 25b Ca. 1580:
Double Wheel Lock
Augsburg

Staatliche Kunstsammlung,
Rüstkammer, Dresden
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1580: Double Wheel Lock for Single Barrel Rifle
The gun has one barrel and two loads behind each other. First, the front load was ignited
with the front lock, then the one at the rear. An efficient plug between the loads was
required to avoid a simultaneous ignition. The use of this rifle was rather dangerous. To
build the hunting rifles with one barrel resulted in a lighter gun. 

Fig. 9 – 26a Use:
Hunting Rifles

Fig. 9 – 26b Ca. 1580:
Double Wheel Lock

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1580: Wheel Lock with two Hammers
Since pyrite was subject to wear, wheel lock designs were made that could use the front or
back hammer with the pyrite. The style of the depicted wheel lock indicates a design from
Brescia. 
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Fig. 9 – 27a Use:
Hunting and Target Rifles

Fig. 9 – 27b Ca. 1580:
Wheel Lock with two Hammers
from Brescia

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1590: Portuguese Wheel Lock with two Hammers
The so-called Portuguese wheel lock represents an interesting design. Just as with the
Tschinken wheel locks, the main spring is placed outside of the lock plate. Thanks to the
generous radius, the spring is long lasting and relatively soft. This design with two
hammers is rather rare. 

Fig. 9 – 28a Use: 
Hunting and Target Rifles

Fig. 9 – 28b Ca. 1590:
Portugese Wheel Lock with two
Hammers

Kunstsammlung Veste Coburg
Photo: HoAr, Page 97
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Ca. 1610:  Baltic Tschinken Double Wheel Lock
In one barrel, two loads were placed one behind the other. The first load was ignited with
the front, the second with the rear wheel lock. An effective plug had to be placed between
the two loads so that the front load would not ignite the rear load. With this method, only
one barrel was required. This made the hunting rifle significantly lighter.

Fig. 9 – 29a Use:
Hunting Rifle for Birds and
Small Mammals

Fig. 9 – 29b Ca. 1610:
Tschinken Double Wheel Lock

Owner unknown
Photo: DuJa, Page 77

Ca. 1620:  Segment Lock
The so-called segment lock was occasionally used in Denmark. In this lock, the friction
wheel was replaced with a friction segment. The advantage was that the segment was set
with an integrated lever on its upper end. A key that could be easily lost was not needed.
For unknown reasons, this lock never became popular. 

Fig. 9 – 30a Use:
Occasional use in the Early
16th Century in Denmark
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Fig. 9 – 30b 1619:
Segment Lock

Inventor Rafaele Verdiane,
Florence

Tower, London

Photo: HoAr, Page 172 

Ca. 1620: French Wheel Lock, External Wheel
For a brief period, mounted officers used wheel lock pistols. These pistols however, did
not prove themselves for military use around horses. Targets were rarely hit and the
horses were spooked. For cost reasons, these locks were used in minimal numbers on
muskets and wall guns. These were a more durable design for military weapons with triple
support of the wheel, as well as a connecting link between hammer spring and hammer
axis. Often, the wheel locks were equipped with a safety system on the side.

Fig. 9 – 31a Use:
Military Wall Guns, Muskets
and Pistols

Fig.  9 – 31b Ca. 1620:
Military Wheel Lock Musket

Replica

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Ca. 1650: Portuguese Wheel Lock
A similar design to the Baltic Tschinken wheel lock was very popular in Portugal for
hunting. The external leaf spring with a circular section made the spring very dynamic and
also, long lived. The construction was based on the Tschinken lock.

Fig. 9 – 32a Use: 
Light Hunting Rifle

Fig. 9 – 32b Ca. 1650:
Portuguese Wheel Lock

Owner unknown
Photo: HoAr, Page 94

Ca. 1650:  Baltic Tschinken Wheel Lock
The Tschinken were very popular in Eastern Europe for bird hunting. The Tschinken lock
has a very delicate construction and usually has an external mechanism with a main
spring that reaches out over the stock. This construction allowed for a light and slim
shape of the stock.

Fig. 9 – 33a Use:
Bird and Small Mammal Hunt
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Fig. 9 – 33b Ca. 1630:
Tschinken Wheel Lock

German Historical Museum, Berlin
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 9 – 33c Ca. 1650:
Baltic Tschinken Wheel Lock

Walace Museum, London
Photo: KuPe

  

Ca. 1670: Combination Wheel/Match Lock with External Wheel
Since many people did not quite trust the new technique of the wheel lock, occasionally
an additional match lock was also attached to the lock plate of the wheel lock.

Fig. 9 – 34a Use:
Hunting and Military

Fig. 9 – 34b Ca. 1670:
Combination Wheel/Match
Lock of a Musket

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Flint as Ignition Method

Flint (or French Silex) is a natural rock with glass-like appearance. 2300 year old exca-
vations prove very early on, that humans used flint in large numbers. It was napped into
desired shapes and used as arrow and spear heads, and sharp parts for other objects. It
was possibly discovered that by hitting the flint sparks developed. They could be used to
light a fire.
We assume that it was discovered very early that by hitting a flint against steel, even larger
and stronger sparks developed. It was only a matter of time until this development was
used to ignite firearms. (More in depth details about the flint are found on page 79)

Snaphaunce Lock

In the second quarter of the 16th century, parallel to the wheel lock, the so-called
snaphaunce lock was developed. It is still debated today where it was invented. Contrary
to the wheel lock, it did not have a friction spark ignition, but a striking spark ignition. The
oldest written record in Florence from 1543 prohibits the carrying of wheel lock weapons
and weapons with firing steel and flint. With this law, the city council wanted to reduce
criminal activity, since these weapons could be carried concealed, and ready to fire. 

Ca. 1550: First Snaphaunce Locks
The oldest snaphaunce locks seemed to have appeared simultaneously in various loca-
tions in Europe. The snaphaunce lock has a flash pan and a cock with a locked-in flint.
The cock has its turning axis at the lower end, and the top is pressed against the flash pan
with a strong main spring. The cock is set counterclockwise and held back with a locking
mechanism. At the front of the lock, is a pivoting part, the frizzen. On this upper part,
there is a forged on hardened steel plate. In the neutral position the frizzen is pressed into
a horizontal position via a spring on a cam. In the ready position the same cam and
spring will position the frizzen over the flash pan in an almost vertical position. When
shooting, the cock is released, the flint swings downwards, hits the frizzen and creates
sparks. They fall onto the priming powder in the flash pan and ignite the load through the
touch hole. Early or primitive snaphaunce locks did not have a pan cover or it had to be
removed by hand. 

Fig. 9 – 35a Ca. 1550:
German Snaphaunce Lock

Livrustkammaren, Stockholm
Photo: LeTo, T.1, 1
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Fig. 9 – 35b Scandinavian Snaphaunce
Lock
 
Use:
Military Muskets, Hunting and
Target Rifles

Fig. 9 – 35c 1573:
Combined Snaphaunce and
Match Lock of a Musket

Kunstsammlung Veste Coburg
Photo: HoAr, Page 180

Fig. 9 – 35d Ca. 1580:
Pistol Snaphaunce Lock, Suhl

Germanisches Museum, Nuremberg
Photo: HoAr, Page 179

Ca. 1570:  Nuremberg Pistol Snaphaunce Lock
A most ingenious pan cover closing design is found on the rarely preserved Nurnberg
snaphaunce lock. The whole mechanism is installed on the outside of the lock plate. With
a leaf spring, the pan cover is swung into the open position. After closing the pan cover, a
lever holds it in the closed position. When shooting, a cam at the lower part of the cock
unlocks the lever and frees the pan cover for a quick opening. 

Fig. 9 – 36a Use:
Pistols for Personal Use
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Fig. 9 – 36b Ca. 1570:
Nuremberg Pistol Snaphaunce
Lock

Tower, London
Photo: HoAr, Page 182

Ca. 1590: Nuremberg Rifle Snaphaunce Lock
This lock functions in the same way as the pistol lock. There is a separate spring for the
opening of the pan cover, as well. The opening is released by a cam on the cock via an
external lever. The pan cover is turned away and not pushed away.

Fig. 9 – 37a Use:
Hunting and Target Rifles

Fig. 9 – 37b Ca. 1590:
Baroque Snaphaunce Hunting
Rifle

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

1590 - 1670: Dutch Snaphaunce Lock
The Dutch snaphaunce lock has an internal cock spring. With a steel spring, the frizzen is
pushed into its two end positions. Before shooting, it is flipped down towards the flash
pan. In most models, the flash pan cover is moved forward opening the flash pan via a
lever when the cock strikes. The fire shield on the side is typical of the Dutch snaphaunce
lock.
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Fig. 9 – 38a Use:
Military Muskets, Hunting and
Target Rifles

Fig. 9 – 38b Ca. 1630:
Dutch Snaphaunce Lock

Wyer Swartt, Amsterdam

Legermuseum, Leiden
Photo: HoAr, Page 202 

Ca. 1593:  English Snaphaunce Lock
The English snaphaunce lock has the same mechanism as the Dutch snaphaunce lock. It
usually has an external stop for the cock travel position. The cock is released by a rod
protruding through the lock plate and locking into a nose on the cock.

Fig. 9 – 39a Use:
Pistols and rifles for hunting

Fig. 9 – 39b Ca. 1593:
Snaphaunce lock of English
presentation Pistol

Real Armeria, Madrid
Photo: DuJa, Page 116
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Ca. 1620: Scottish Snaphaunce Lock
It has an internal cock spring. For the ignition, the frizzen is flipped down. In most models,
the flash pan lid is moved forward via a lever when the cock strikes and is opening the
flash pan. The fire shield on the side is typical of the Dutch snaphaunce lock. 

Fig. 9 – 40a Use:
Hunting and Target Guns

Fig. 9 – 40b Ca. 1620:
Scottish Snaphaunce Pistol
Lock

Front view

Tojhusmuseum, Kopenhagen
Photo: LeTo, Plate 3

Fig. 9 – 40c Rear view

Tojhusmuseum, Kopenhagen
Photo: LeTo, Plate 3

Ca. 1620: Snaphaunce Lock à la Florentina
Mechanism and function is the same as the Dutch snaphaunce lock.

Fig. 9 – 41a Use:
Hunting and Target Guns
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Fig. 9 – 41a Ca. 1640:
Snaphaunce Lock from Brescia

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1630: Snaphaunce Lock,  Agone, Italy
The external main spring pushes against the top of the cam on the front of the cock.
When shooting, the release pin under the cam is pulled inward and frees the cock for the
strike against the battery. 

Fig. 9 – 42 Ca. 1630:
Snaphaunce Lock,  Agone,
Italy

Musée de l’Armée, Paris

Photo: HoAr, Page 253 

Ca. 1640: Snaphaunce Lock à la Brescia
The mechanism of the Brescian snaphaunce lock is in the main part, equivalent to the one
from the Netherlands. 

Fig. 9 – 43 Use:
Military Muskets, Hunting and
Target Rifles
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Ca. 1660:  Baltic Snaphaunce Lock
It has the same mechanism as the Dutch snaphaunce lock. Flash pan cover and frizzen
are combined like the later flint lock designs. We call it the battery.

Fig. 9 – 44a Use:
Military Muskets, Hunting and
Target Rifles

Fig. 9 – 44b Ca. 1680:
Baltic Snaphaunce Lock

Kestner Museum, Hannover
Photo: HoAr, Page 196

Ca. 1640 - 1680: French Snaphaunce Lock
It has the same mechanism as the Dutch snaphaunce lock. Tumbler, trigger bar and
trigger spring are built as in the later French flintlocks. The shape of the lock plate is the
same as in the later built French flintlocks. The initial design did not yet have a tumbler
bearing.

Fig. 9 – 45a Use:
Hunting and Target Rifles

Fig. 9 – 45b Ca. 1650:
Early French Snaphaunce or
Flintlock

Musée de l’Armée, Paris

Photo: HoAr, Page 252 
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Ca. 1620: Double Brescian Snaphaunce Lock
The snaphaunce lock is built for two loads lying behind one another in the barrel. The
mechanism is the same as in the Dutch snaphaunce lock. The style of the lock plate is
according to the Brescian style of the era. 

Fig. 9 – 46a Use:
Hunting and Target Rifles

Fig. 9 – 46b 1620:
Brescian Double Snaphaunce
Lock

Owner unknown
Photo: CiAl, Page 33

Ca. 1650:  Brescian Snaphaunce Lock
The construction is the same as the Dutch snaphaunce lock. The trigger releases via a
tumbler and a trigger bar similar to the French flintlock. 

Fig. 9 – 47a Use:
Hunting and Target Rifles

Fig. 9 – 47b Ca. 1650:
Lock of Brescian Snaphaunce 
Pistol

Owner unknown
Photo: CiAl, Page 36
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Ca. 1750: Early American Snaphaunce Revolver Lock
This is an interesting combination of a snaphaunce lock with a cylinder. The danger of a
cross ignition to the neighbouring load, exists. 

Fig. 9 – 48a Use:
Rare, Hunting and Target Rifles

Fig. 9 – 48b Ca. 1750:
English Snaphaunce Revolver

Tower, London
Photo: RiHo. Fig. 122

Ca. 1800: Cabylian Snaphaunce Lock
The Cabylian snaphaunce lock was a reconstruction of the Dutch snaphaunce lock and
was used in North Africa until 1900. 

Fig. 9 – 49a Use:
Private and Military Long Arms

Fig. 9 – 49b Ca. 1800:
Cabylian Snaphaunce Lock of a
Long Arm

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Flintlock with External Cock Spring

Around 1580, two different snaphaunce constructions with external cock mechanisms
were used in southern Europe. Both designs had a pivoting frizzen combined with the
flash pan cover. Through the impact of the flint, the frizzen cover combination called
battery was swung away and the flash pan was opened. The shot was released by pulling
back a cam which stopped the cock from swinging downwards. 
The snaphaunce locks with internal mainspring had a very advanced and sophisticated
construction for this time. The only weak point was possibly the external spring and the
locking pin that reached through the lock plate where it could get dirty or even damaged. 

Ca. 1580: Early Brescian Flint Lock
This very interesting construction had only a few parts. The spring is external. Flash pan
cover and frizzen are combined. At the impact of the flint, the frizzen pivots and opens the
cover. The cock is released with the trigger bar on a cam under the front hammer cam. 

Fig. 9 – 50 Use:
Hunting and Military Weapons

Ca. 1640: Spanish Flint Lock «à la Catalana»
On the Catalan flintlock, the external mainspring presses from the bottom onto a cam
that is attached to the back of the cock. Flash pan cover and frizzen are combined. The
impact of the flint onto the battery swings the flash pan cover away. The cock is released
by pulling the cocking catch away. 

Fig. 9 – 51a Use:
Hunting and Military Weapons
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Fig. 9 – 51b Ca. 1650:
Flint Lock «à la Catalana» of a
Spanish Presentation Pistol

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1700: Flint Lock «à la Romana»
The flint lock à la Romana also called Roman flint lock, had the main spring pushing from
the top onto a cam that was attached to the front of the cock. 

Fig. 9 – 52a Use:
Hunting and Military Weapons

Fig. 9 – 52b Ca. 1700:
Flint Lock «à la Romana»
Pistol, Italy

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1800: Ottoman Pistol Flint Lock
Construction and function are similar to the flint lock à la Catalana. 

Fig. 9 – 53a Use:
Hunting and Military weapons
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Fig. 9 – 53b Ca. 1800:
Ottoman Pistol Flint Lock

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Flint Lock with Internal Cock Spring

This lock is often called a French flint lock. The reason is not that the flint lock was first
invented in France, but because the improvements on the design and the mechanism took
place mainly there. It was also used in large numbers in France. The oldest, still preserved
flint locks are from Brescia and England. The Brescian flint lock was developed around
1600; the English Jacobean flint lock around 1610.

Essentially, the French flint lock consists of a cock with an internal main spring, a flash
pan and a lock mechanism. The cock is pushed into the firing position by the mainspring
via a spring support on the tumbler. With the trigger bar that locks into the sear catch of
the tumbler, the cock is kept in the cocked position. The flash pan is closed with a
pivoting cover. Integrated with the top side of the flash pan cover, is the frizzen. This
battery is forced into the open or closed position with the battery spring. When firing, the
flint hits the spring loaded frizzen on the battery, creates sparks on impact and at the
same time opens the flash pan.

The French flint lock represents the ultimate design of these mechanisms. This lock system
was used well into the 19th century. The flint cock was however, exchanged with a
percussion hammer and the flash pan with a percussion nipple. For almost 250 years, this
lock system was used and manufactured in large quantities. 
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Ca. 1600: Early Brescian Flint Lock
The internal mainspring presses on top of the cam on the tumbler. There is not yet an
inner tumbler bearing. Pan cover and frizzen are combined. The shape of the lock plate is
similar to the one on wheel locks.

Fig. 9 – 54a Use:
Hunting and Military Weapons

Fig. 9 – 54b Ca. 1660:
Brescian Flint Lock of a Musket

Tonolini Collection, Brescia
Photo: HeRo, Page 86

Ca. 1610:  Jacobean Flint Lock, England
The internal mainspring presses onto a cam on the tumbler. Compared to the French flint
lock, the trigger bar pushes not from the bottom, but sideways against the tumbler. There
are many similarities to the snaphaunce lock.

Fig. 9 – 55 Use:
Hunting and Military Weapons
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Ca. 1650: Flint Lock of a Swivel Action Pistol, Brescia, Italy
The internal spring pushes from the bottom onto the tumbler. This means that this lock
does not belong to the family of the French flint locks. Powder pan and frizzen are part of
the rotating barrels. 

Fig. 9 – 56 Ca. 1650:
Flintlock of a Swivel Action
Pistol, Brescia

Use:
Private Weapon

Museo di Artiglieria, Turin

Photo: HoAr, Fig. 220/221  

1650 –1680: Early French Flint Lock
On the French flint lock, the cock is pulled back into the firing position against the
mainspring pressing down on the spring support of the tumbler. The cock is held in the
cocked position with a trigger bar that pushes up into the sear on the tumbler from below.
The powder pan is closed with a pivoting pan cover. The frizzen is integrated on the top of
the pan cover. This combination is pushed into the open and closed positions with the
battery spring. When firing, the flint strikes the spring loaded frizzen of the battery creating
a spark on impact and opens the powder pan at the same time. 

Fig. 9 – 57a Use:
Hunting and Military Weapons

Fig. 9 – 57b Ca. 1650:
Early French Flint Lock

Musée de l’Armée, Paris
Photo: HoAr, Page 253
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Ca. 1680: Combination Flint and Match Lock
The flint lock part is equivalent to the English dog lock. The match lock serves as a
backup or a silent version for hunting. Firing is done with two separate trigger bars. 

Fig. 9 – 58a Use:
Hunting and Military Weapon

Fig. 9 – 58b Ca. 1680:
Combination Flint and Match
Lock of an Austrian Musket

Heeresgeschichtliches Museum, Wien
Photo: GaEr, Page 199

Ca. 1700:  English Dog Flint Lock
It has an internal cock spring. Flash pan cover and firing steel are combined. There is no
internal cock support. Nor is there an external support for the battery. The safety of the
cock with an external hook is the so-called ‘dog’.

Fig. 9 – 59a Use:
Hunting and Military Weapons

Fig. 9 – 59b Ca. 1700:
English Dog Flint Lock of a
Hunting Rifle

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Ca. 1710:  French Presentation Flint Lock with covered Cock
French flint lock with elaborately engraved and gold plated lock plate and cock cover.

Fig. 9 – 60 Use:
Presentation Hunting Rifles

Owner unknown
Photo: DuJa, Page 95

Ca. 1720: French Presentation Pistol Flint Lock
French presentation flint lock with relief engravings on the cock and gold plated lock plate
with ornamental engravings.

Fig. 9– 61 Use:
French Presentation Pistol

Owner unknown
Photo: DuJa, Page 115

Ca. 1750: Double Flint Lock
Two flint lock systems, one behind the other, are arranged on one lock plate. The lock is
intended to ignite two loads behind each other in the same barrel. By omitting one barrel,
the weight of the weapon could also be reduced. 

Fig. 9 – 62a Use: 
Hunting Rifles
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Fig. 9 – 62b Ca. 1750:
Double Flint Lock of a Single
Barrel Hunting Rifle

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

1700 - 1850: Various Flint Locks, Central Europe
The construction is the same as the French flintlock. There is an external reinforcement
strap between the battery and the battery spring. There is no safety catch yet.

Fig. 9 – 63a Use:
Hunting and Military Weapons

Fig. 9 – 63b Ca. 1700:
Early Flint Lock

Front View

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 9 – 63c Rear View

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Fig. 9 – 64a Ca. 1750:
Flintlock of Heavy Target Rifle

Front View

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 9 – 64b Rear View

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1777: French Flint Lock, M. 1777, Corrigé, An 9
The weak point on the swan neck cock was reinforced with a heart-shaped construction.
An external support for the battery was cast onto the bronze flash pan. The tumbler was
equipped with a safety catch.

Fig. 9 – 65a Use:
Military Carbine M. 1777

Fig. 9 – 65b M. 1801:

Flint Lock, M. 1777
Reinforced Hammer

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Ca. 1777:  Flintlock, Cavalry Pistol, M. 1777, France
A very interesting variation of the modified flintlock is on the cavalry pistol M.1777,
France. The middle part of the pistol is a brass casting that comprises both sides and the
lower part of the middle section of the stock. The bearings for the cock shaft, the
mounting of the main spring and the trigger system are arranged inside. The pistol had an
unusual lock for that time period, and was slightly heavier than conventional flint lock
pistols.

Fig. 9 – 66a Use:
Military Pistol

Fig. 9 – 66b Ca. 1780:
Pistol Flint Lock, M. 1777
Cavalry Pistol, France

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Box Flint Lock

Ca. 1750: Box Flint Lock, Israel Segalas, London
On small flintlock pistols for personal use, so-called box locks were used quite early. On
the box lock, the whole mechanism with the exception of the top of the cock and the
frizzen are centrally integrated in the pistol. On the lower part of the cock a tumbler with a
cocking and safety catch is integrated. The trigger takes the function of the trigger bar and
locks in the tumbler. A u-shaped spring behind the cock has two functions. It is the main
spring, and also returns the trigger back into the resting position. 

Fig. 9 – 67a Use:
Pocket Pistol

Fig. 9 – 67b Ca. 1750:
Box Flint Lock of a Pocket
Pistol
Israel Segalas, London,
England

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 9 – 67c Ca. 1760:
Flint Lock Turn-Over Pistol with
Box Lock

Owner unknown
Photo: CiAl, Page 45
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Ca. 1756: Recessed Box Flint Lock, Stanislaus Patzelt
In 1756, Stanislaus Patzelt manufactured a recessed box flintlock that had a sliding flint
clamp to hold the flint. By pulling back the trigger-like lever on the flint clamp, the coil
spring is compressed and puts the flint clamp into the cocked position. When fired, the
trigger lever releases the cocked flint clamp. The power of the compressed coil spring
causes the flint to hit the almost horizontal spring loaded frizzen.

Fig. 9 – 68 Use:
Possibly Target Rifle

Ca. 1756: Recessed Flint Lock, Ferdinand Moravek
The function of this recessed flint lock is similar to one of Patzelt. However, the
construction is done more elaborately for a ornamented rifle.

Fig. 9 – 69

Use:
Target Rifle

Owner unknown
Photo: CiAl, Page 41
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Mercury Fulminate as Ignition Method

In 1788 the Frenchman Claude Louis Berthollet, discovered silver fulminate. And in 1796
the Englishman Charles Edward Howard discovered the mercury fulminate. This explosive
substance can be ignited with an impact, and was the bases in the development of
ignition pellets or percussion caps for the ignition of a firearm. (For more in depth
information about mercury fulminate see page 80)

Percussion Lock with Mercury Fulminate Dosage

Ca. 1807:  Percussion Lock of Alexander Forsyth with Dosage
Based on mercury fulminate, the Priest Alexander Forsyth from Aberdeenshire, Scotland
patented a lock with explosion ignition. In the beginning, this lock was called ‘chemical
lock’, later ‘percussion lock’. The rather dangerous explosive is sensitive to any impact. In
powder form, it is placed in a container that can be pivoted, and stands almost vertically
on the side of the lock. By turning the container, a precise measured amount of the
mercury fulminate is placed under a pin in the container. When firing, the hammer hits
the firing pin and the measured powder beneath, explodes. The ignition of the main load
in the barrel occurs through the touch hole. This ignition method was probably not
without problems, but for those days it made for significant improvement in the progress
of the ignition of firearms. This lock was the predecessor of the percussion ignition. 

Fig. 9 – 70a Use: Hunting Rifle

Dosage: Priming flask is pivo-
ted around a fixed cylinder
with ignition room.

Ignition: The pin hits the
measured amount in the
ignition room. 

Fig. 9 – 70b Ca. 1810:
Percussion Lock, System
Forsyth

Nunnemacher Arms Collection,
Milwaukee Public Museum
Photo: KuPe
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Ca. 1810:  Percussion Lock by François Prélat, with Measuring
Despite an embargo by Napoleon against England, this idea reached France quite early.
In the year 1810, the Parisian Francois Prélat was awarded a French patent for a modi-
fied version of Forsyth’s invention. However, Prélat designed the chemical lock in a way
that the mercury fulminate container had to be turned 180 degrees around a near vertical
axis to achieve the measuring. In this case as well, the firing was done with mercury
fulminate that was sensitive to any impact. By turning the container around its axis, the
measured amount of mercury fulminate reached the anvil. The impact of the hammer
onto the ignition pin caused the fulminate to explode. 

Fig. 9 – 71 Use:
Private Weapons

Ca. 1812:  Percussion Lock by Broutet with Automatic Measuring
The percussion lock by Broutet was a significant improvement. A lever connection
between the hammer and container combined the measuring with a pivoting move when
the hammer was cocked. This lever connection was mounted externally on the lock. The
ignition plunger was now a part of the hammer. 

Fig. 9 – 72a Use:
Private Weapons

Fig. 9 – 72b Ca. 1812:
Percussion Lock, System
Broutet

Lock manufactured by
Contriner, Vienna, Austria

Owner unknown
Photo: LuJa, Page 68
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Ca. 1815:  Percussion Lock by Contriner with Automatic Measuring
Possibly to evade the Broutet patent, the chemical lock of Contriner had few changes
compared to the Broutet’s lock.

Fig. 9 – 73a Use:
Private Weapons

Fig. 9 – 73b Ca. 1815:
Chemical Percussion Lock
System Contriner, Vienna,
Austria

Nunnemacher Arms Collection, Public
Museum Milwaukee
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1815:  Percussion Lock by G.  Koll
The principal is essentially the same as the system by Prélat. For the chemical lock by G.
Koll, the lever connection for the measuring has been transferred to the inside of the lock.

Fig. 9 – 74a Use:
Private Weapons

Fig. 9 – 74b Ca. 1815:
Percussion Lock, System
G. Koll, Vienna

Owner unknown
Photo: LuJa, Page 69
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Ignition Pellets and Ignition Caps as Ignition Method

The era of chemical locks was only short-lived. Already in 1810, the first primer pellets
made from mercury fulminate appeared. In 1810, the well-known English gunsmith H.
Nock used priming pellets for his pistols. The mercury fulminate was glued into paper.
The supposed invention of percussion caps by J. Shaw in 1814 was somewhat debatable.
The gunsmith J. Manton, from London England, made pearl shaped ignition pellets. In
1810, J. Manton improved his ignition pellets by integrating an ignition plunger. Because
of a successful complaint by Forsyth, he had to abandon his ignition method. In 1818, J.
Manton was granted a patent for an ignition tube that contained the ignition material in a
small copper tube. Also in that year, while living in England, Joseph Egg from Solothurn,
Switzerland was granted a patent for the percussion cap. It contained ten parts black
powder and five parts mercury fulminate. With this invention, the ignition method for the
new percussion firearms was born. This again was a huge technical advancement in the
development of ignition systems.

Converted Percussion Locks with Internal Main Spring

Ca. 1835:  Percussion Lock by Console
For armies initially the purpose was to convert existing firearms with flint locks to
percussion ignitions. In 1835, the conversion principle by Console emerged in Austria.
The old flash pan was replaced with an anvil in which a cylindrical percussion cap was
placed. The old fire steel was replaced with an anvil cover that could be flipped back and
was placed onto the recessed percussion cap. Instead of a flint lock cock, a cock with a
hammer-like percussion surface was installed. When firing, the hammer transferred the
impact onto the anvil cover and onto the percussion cap that exploded. This explosion
caused the ignition of the main load through the touch hole in the barrel. 

Fig. 9 – 75a Use:
Military and private Firearms in 
Austria

Fig. 9 – 75b Ca. 1835:
Percussion Lock, System
Console, Vienna, Austria

2nd Version, Carbine, M. 1838

Owner unknown
Photo: LuJa, Page 68
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Ca. 1842:  Percussion Lock by Vincent Augustin
The system Vincent Augustin represents an improved version of the Console lock.

Fig. 9 – 76a Use: 
Military and Private Firearms in
Austria

Fig. 9 – 76b Ca. 1840:
Percussion Lock
System Augustin, Austria

Infantry Carbine
M. 1798/1840

Heeresgeschichtliches Museum,
Vienna;    Photo: GaEr, Page 257

Ca. 1845: French Conversion
In France flintlock pistols were converted by installing a boss on the side of the barrel
instead of the touch hole. A piston or nipple was threaded into the top of the boss. The
flash pan was removed. The flintlock cock was replaced with a percussion hammer that
had a recessed striking surface. With this depression, blinding or injury from the exploding
percussion cap or sparks could be avoided. This principle of conversion was used in most
countries. 

Fig. 9 – 77a Use:
Private and Military Firearms
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Fig. 9 – 77b Ca. 1840:
Converted Pistol Lock

Chimney and Piston are Part of
the Barrel

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

1842: Percussion Lock M. 1817/1842, Swiss Conversion
According to a decree from the War Conference of the Swiss Confederation on April 18th,
1842, the old barrel was shortened at the touch hole and an inside thread was cut. This
thread was used to install a new breech plug with an integrated nipple adapter. This was
a very nice, but probably expensive conversion. 

Fig. 9 – 78a Use:
Military Firearms

Fig. 9 – 78b 1842:
Converted Percussion Lock
and Modified Barrel
M. 1817/1842/1859
Swiss Army

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 9 – 78c 1842:
New Percussion Lock and
Modified Barrel
M. 1842/1859
Swiss Army

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Ca. 1850: Pistol, M. 1822 Conversion, France
The cut-out for the flash pan in the lock plate was most likely welded shut and the flint
cock replaced by a percussion hammer. The old barrel with touch hole was replaced with
a new barrel with a piston.

Fig. 9 – 79 Ca. 1850:
Pistol M.1822 Conversion
France

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1850:  Pistol Percussion Lock, M. 1777, Conversion
The flint cock was replaced with a percussion hammer; the flash pan was removed from
the lock body, the old touch hole on the barrel was enlarged and a nipple adapter was
inserted into the barrel. Internal constructions see Fig. 9-66a.

Fig. 9 – 80a Use:
Military and Police Pistol
France

Fig. 9 – 80b Ca. 1850:
Percussion Lock
Pistol M. 1777, Conversion
France

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1850:  Percussion Lock Cavalry Pistol, Saxony
This lock has been converted according to the French Conversion Method. The nipple has
additional protection from an unwanted  hammer blow by the installation of a pivoting
safety bar in place where the battery had previously been. 
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Fig. 9 – 81a Use:
Military Firearms

Fig. 9 – 81b Ca. 1850:
Cavalry Pistol Saxony

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1850: Flint Lock M. 1777 with Hammer Insert, Conversion
A hammer piece with a percussion end was clamped into the flintlock cock. The
conversion of the barrel was done according to the French method. 

Fig. 9 – 82 Ca. 1850:
Conversion M. 1777 with
Hammer Insert

Historisches Museum, Cologne
Photo: KuPe
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Percussion Lock with forward Main Spring

For newly acquired muzzle loaders, new percussion locks were designed and fabricated. 

Ca. 1840:  Percussion Lock, Officer’s Pistol, England
On most percussion locks, the lock plate was slimmed down in the area of the former
battery and battery spring. All of the other parts remained essentially the same.

Fig. 9 – 83a Use:
Private and Military Firearms,
England

Fig. 9 – 83b Ca. 1840:
Percussion Lock, Officer’s
Pistol, England

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1842:  Percussion Lock Infantry, Switzerland
The Swiss Army percussion locks were equipped with new lock plates that were matched
to the new breech plug construction and had a vertical finish at the front.

Fig. 9 – 84a Use:
Military Firearms
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Fig. 9 - 84b Ca. 1842:
Percussion Lock Infantry
Carbine M. 1842/59
Switzerland

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1860:  Percussion Lock with Main Spring at Rear
Especially for hunting and target rifles, the hammer spring was moved behind the
hammer. To minimize the friction on the spring support of the cam, a chain-like
connecting link was installed between the end of the spring and the redesigned cam.

Fig. 9 – 85a Use:
Hunting and Target Rifles

Fig. 9 – 85b Ca. 1860:
Percussion Lock with Main
Spring at Rear,
Double Barrel Presentation
Rifle, J. J.  Dotter, Würzburg

German Historical Museum, Berlin 
Photo: DuJa, Page 138

Ca. 1870:  Percussion Lock with Combined Trigger Spring
The lock has the hammer spring at the rear and a connecting piece between the hammer
spring and the tumbler. The lower part of the hammer spring serves as a trigger bar return
spring.
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Fig. 9 – 86a Use:
Hunting Rifles

Fig. 9 – 86b Ca. 1870:
Percussion Lock, Double Barrel
Hunting Rifle
Germany

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Percussion Lock with External Hammer Spring

Ca. 1840:  Percussion Lock «à la Catalana»
Existing flintlocks à la Catalana, à la Brescia and à la Romana were converted by
exchanging the cock, the elimination of the flash pan on the lock and the installation of a
nipple at the rear of the barrel in percussion locks. New percussion locks with external
hammer springs were rarely made after the French flintlock became popular.

Fig. 9 – 87a Use:
Military and Private Firearms

Fig. 9 – 87b Ca. 1840:
Spanish  Miquelet Pistol
Percussion Lock

External Main Spring pushes
onto the Rear Cam of the
Hammer.

Private collection;    Photo: KuPe
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Box Percussion Locks

The box flintlocks of pocket pistols had a highly developed construction with only a few
parts. The handling of these flintlocks was however, complicated and the danger of
spilling the priming powder was too great. For this reason they were only fabricated in
small numbers. The conversion to percussion locks was not sensible on these inexpensive
pistols. With the introduction of the percussion lock, an inexpensive pocket pistol that
could be quickly and safely loaded was now available. This was the reason why the sale
of pocket pistols boomed in the 19th century. They were manufactured by the millions
mainly in Belgium.

Ca. 1845:  Percussion Lock by Ferdinand Lebeda, Prague
The tumbler with cocking and safety notch is a part of the hammer. There is a connecting
link between the tumbler and the mainspring. Firing occurs from the trigger via trigger bar
releasing the tumbler. 

Fig. 9 – 88a Use:
Military and Private Firearms
Austria

Fig. 9 – 88b Ca. 1850:
Box Percussion Lock
System Lebeda, Prague
Hunting Rifle

Owner unknown
Photo: DuJa, Page 78

Ca. 1870: Box Percussion Lock with Folding Trigger, Liège
The percussion lock and the tumbler with its cocking and safety notch are combined. The
main and trigger springs are on the inside and are often manufactured in one piece.
Frequently the trigger could be folded into the box, but it is usually too cumbersome to
handle. These box locks were mass produced for pocket revolvers in Belgium.
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Fig. 9 – 89a Use:
Inexpensive Pocket Pistols

Fig. 9 – 89b Ca. 1880:
Double Barrel Percussion
Pistol, Liège, Belgium

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1880: Percussion Box Lock, Pocket Pistol
The percussion hammer and the tumbler are combined into one part. The main and the
trigger spring are on the inside and are often made from one piece. The trigger is easy to
operate and has a trigger guard as protection. 

Fig. 9 – 90a Use:
Inexpensive Pocket Pistols

Fig. 9 – 90b Ca. 1880:
Pocket Pistol Box Lock 

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Ca. 1891: Double Percussion Box Lock, Pocket Pistol
The construction is equivalent to that of the one barreled pocket pistol. However, it has
two percussion systems side by side. Construction with over-under or side by side barrels
were made.

Fig. 9 – 91a Use:
Pocket Pistols

Fig. 9 – 91b Ca. 1890:
Percussion Box Lock
Over-and-Under Pocket Pistol

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 9 – 91c Ca. 1890:
Double Barrel Percussion Box
Lock of Pocket Pistol

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Percussion Locks, Specialty Designs

The regular percussion lock was relatively inexpensive and very reliable. There was little
need for improvement. Some inventors still tried to improve the design and were granted
patents for rather unique constructions.

Ca. 1840:  Percussions Breech Loader Lock, Piemonte
For this lock, the bullet was first inserted through an opening at the top, and then the
wadding and the black powder packed in paper were loaded into the barrel. By swinging 
the lid closed, the barrel was blocked on the breach. The ignition happened with a
regular percussion lock.

Fig. 9 – 92 Use:
Target Rifle

Private collection, France
Photo: CiAl, Page 50

Ca. 1850: Percussion Lock on Underside
Since the ignition of a percussion cap produces smoke, the shooter’s view can temporarily
be disturbed. For this reason one inventor placed the nipple on the underside of the
weapon. For a percussion lock around 1850, the hammer with the nipple is located
inside the trigger guard. By pulling back the hammer at the integrated ring, the lock was
set. A saw tooth on the hammer ring engaged into the combined catch and trigger spring
at the rear of the trigger guard. The shot was released by pulling back this trigger spring.
This was an interesting design that was however, not popular. The reason was most likely
that the pin and needle fire cartridges began to emerge.

Fig. 9 – 93 Use:
Unknown
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Ca. 1850:  Percussion Lock by Henri Pottet
In Ca. 1850, the gunsmith Henri Pottet had patented an unusual percussion lock
consisting of only two parts,. The hammer, hammer spring, trigger guard and trigger
return spring are integrated into one part. The trigger was the second part. It is not known
how many of these percussion locks were built and used.

Fig. 9 – 94a Use:
Unknown

Fig. 9 – 94b Ca. 1850:
Percussion Lock by Pottet

Owner unknown
Photo: LuJa, Page 77

Ca. 1870:  Percussion Lock in Walking Cane
This is essentially the same box percussion lock as for the pocket pistols. The hammer was
fitted to match the shape of the cane. When cocking the hammer, a trigger was pulled up
on the opposite side. Before shooting, the tip of the cane had to be removed. It was not
easy to operate the trigger.

Fig. 9 – 95 Use:
Private Firearm

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Ignition Tape as Ignition Method

To manufacture ignition tape, measured amounts of mercury fulminate were glued
between strips of paper. Compared to the percussion cap, this had the advantage of the
possibility of an automatic reloading. The disadvantage was that the ignition tape was
relatively sensitive to impact and moisture. An automatic reloading of the igniter is not
very interesting when the main load and the bullet cannot be automatically reloaded.

Ignition Tape Lock

Ca. 1845: Ignition Tape with Primer Pellets by Eduard Maynard, U.S.A.
The ignition tape lock by the American Eduard Maynard from the year 1845, uses ignition
tape made from two layers of paper. In regular intervals, portions of igniter are glued into
the tape. The ignition tape roll is inside the lock and is transported with a finger when the
hammer is set. Before the impact of the hammer, the ignition tape is cut on an edge of
the hammer. This avoids backfires into the ignition tape roll. This ignition tape lock was
used with little success on a carbine by Sharps. 

Fig. 9 – 96a Use:
Sharps Carbine

Fig. 9 – 96b 1851:
Sharps Ignition Tape Lock
M. 1851, U.S.A.

Morristown National Historical Park
Photo: CiAl, Page 62
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Fig. 9 – 96c M1856:
Ignition Tape Lock
System Maynard, U.S.A.

Nunnemaker Collection,
Public Museum, Milwaukee

Fig. 9 – 96d 1856:
Ignition Tape Lock
System Maynard-Greene,
1000 Pieces produced for
England

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

1846: Ignition Tape Lock by Bersaglieri, Sardinia, Italy
Another ignition tape lock was designed by Bersaglieri in Sardinia in 1846. The ignition
tape roll lies behind the lock in the stock. A spring lever system transports the ignition tape
forward by one pearl when the hammer is turned down. 

Fig. 9 – 97 Use:
Target Rifles
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Paper Cartridge with Needle Ignition

The paper cartridge with a built-in ignition pellet at the bottom, designed by the Swiss
gunsmith Johannes Samuel Pauly of Paris, was one of the first such cartridges patented.
The escape of powder gases from the breech could still not be avoided with this design.
The removal of the cartridge from the breech and their manufacturing were rather
complicated. This essentially was the reason why it would still take many years before an
easy to use cartridge became popular. In 1832, it was another gunsmith from Paris, J. A.
Robert who introduced a paper cartridge that had a protruding small ignition tube. The
cartridge was ignited by hitting this ignition tube. There was a problem of the escaping
gases making the breech very dirty. In the years from 1827 to 1831, Nikolaus von Dreyse
from Prussia, developed a paper cartridge that had a built in ignition pellet directly behind
the lead ball, but in front of the black powder load. The ignition occurred with a needle
driven from the rear through the black powder onto the ignition pellet. This cartridge was
not sealed.

Needle Ignition Locks for Breech Loaders

1832: Prototype of the Needle Ignition Rifle by J. N. Dreyse
In 1835, after several tests in Erfurt, Prussia, Johann Nikolaus Dreyse of Sömmerda,
developed a needle ignition rifle based on this paper cartridge. For his system, the
cartridge was ignited when the needle punctured the ignition pellet. This allowed much
quicker loading than the usual muzzle loaders. The first models had several flaws which
had to be eliminated.

Fig. 9 – 98 1832:
Prototype of the Needle
Ignition Rifle of J. N. Dreyse

Owner unknown
Photo: LuJa, Page 88

1841/1862:  Dreyse Breech Loading Needle Ignition
The ignition system of 1832 was significantly improved by Dreyse. In 1841, the ignition
system that was very advanced for those days was released for the use in the Prussian
army for the M. 1841 rifle. Following this, 60,000 pieces were manufactured and
delivered to the Prussian army. 
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On the Dreyse needle ignition lock, the ignition needle is pulled back via a rotating bolt
action lock. This compresses a coil spring. When the shot is released, a relatively long,
thin needle moves forward, penetrates the base of the cartridge, the black powder load,
and ignites the ignition pellet behind the lead bullet. As mentioned before, the breach
loading needle ignition system allowed a significantly faster reloading of the rifle. One of
the weak points of the Dreyse system is the long, thin needle. When used aggressively, it
can easily be broken. Due to the high temperature of the exploding black powder, it is
also relatively easy to burn. Poor sealing of the breech reduces the useable gas pressure,
and with it the energy and the range of the projectile. The Dreyse breech lock however,
represents the predecessor of the future rotating bolt action, and for that reason is an
important design. 

Fig. 9 – 99a Use:
Prussian Army

Fig. 9 – 99b 1841/1862:
Dreyse Needle Ignition Breech
Lock

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1860: Needle Ignition Pistol by Dörsch and Von Baumgarten
The gunsmiths Dörsch and Von Baumgarten designed several needle ignition pistols.
Essentially, the system is the same as their needle ignition rifle.

Fig. 9 – 100 Ca. 1850:
Needle Ignition Pistol
Dörsch and Von Baumgarten

German Historical Museum, Berlin
Photo: KuPe
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1865: Needle Ignition Carbine, Dörsch and Von Baumgarten
The German designers Dörsch and Von Baumgarten introduced their own construction of
a needle ignition carbine in 1865. Essentially, the system was the same as Dreyse’s
model. 

Fig. 9 – 101 1865:
Needle Ignition Breech Lock by
Dörsch and Von Baumgarten

Militärhistorisches Museum, Prague
Photo: LuJa, Page 89

1866:  Chassepot, Needle Ignition Breech Lock Carbine
It did not take France, the arch rival of Prussia, very long to introduce an improved needle
ignition rifle. They did so, in 1866 with the M.1866 Chassepot breech lock. Contrary to
the Dreyse breech lock, it had a significantly shorter needle that lasted much longer. A
smaller caliber, with an improved rubber seal at the breech, resulted in less lost pressure.
This needle ignition rifle had more striking force reach and accuracy, and was superior to
the Dreyse rifle. 

Fig. 9 – 102a Use:
French Army

Fig. 9 – 102b 1866:
Chassepot Needle Ignition
Breech Lock

Owner unknown
Photo: CiAl, Fig. 98
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1867: Russian Needle Ignition Carbine, M. 1867 System Karl
In 1867, Russia converted their muzzle loaders to needle ignition systems by the gunsmith
Karl from Suhl. The ignition system was essentially the same as the one by Chassepot.
Already in 1869, this weapon was replaced by the rifle for metal cartridges by Sylvestr
Krnka. 

Fig. 9 – 103 1867:
Russian Needle Ignition
Carbine M. 1867

Owner unknown
Photo: LuJa, Page 89

Ca. 1867: Belgium Needle Ignition Carbine by Lenders-Lambin
It is interesting, that on the Belgium needle ignition carbine which was converted from
earlier muzzle loaders, the slightly altered percussion lock was kept as a firing
mechanism. This was an easy, cost effective conversion.

Fig. 9 – 104 Ca. 1867:
Belgian Needle Ignition
Carbine

Owner unknown
Photo: LuJa, Page 90

1868:  Carcano Needle Ignition Breech Lock, Italy
Operation is very similar to Chassepot. The paper cartridges have Minié bullets.

Fig. 9 – 105 1868:
Carcano Needle Ignition Lock
Italy

Owner unknown
Photo: CiAl, Page 61
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Ca. 1870: Needle Ignition Carbine with Break Open Barrel, by Franz von
Dreyse
The son of Johann Nikolaus von Dreyse, Franz von Dreyse developed a special needle
ignition lock for break open barrels. 

Fig. 9 – 106 Ca. 1870:
Break Open Barrel Needle
Ignition Carbine,
Franz von Dreyse

Militärhistorisches Museum, Prague
Photo: LuJa, Page 91

Ca. 1870: Needle Ignition Pistol, Johann Nikolaus von Dreyse
Besides needle ignition systems for rifles, Johann Nikolaus von Dreyse also developed a
needle ignition pistol. It was only manufactured in small numbers and never became very
popular. 

Fig. 9 – 107 Ca. 1870:
Needle Ignition Pistol, 
J. N. Dreyse

Owner unknown
Photo: LuJa, Page 129

Lefaucheux Pin Fire Cartridge

In 1828, the Parisian gunsmith Casimir Lefaucheux, designed a standard self-sealing
cartridge for shot guns. In 1835, he was granted a patent for a self-sealing cartridge with
a paper case, brass base and a sideways protruding ignition plunger. The impact on this
ignition plunger ignited the ignition cap in the cartridge. The advantage of this cartridge
was the possibility to use a lock similar to the last models of the percussion rifles. This
allowed the construction to be kept fairly simple. There was the danger that the protruding
pin could be ignited by an unintentional blow. This cartridge design was manufactured in
large numbers for revolvers and hunting rifles, rarely for military use. 
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Lefaucheux Pin Fire Breech Lock

Ca. 1860:  Lefaucheux Pin Fire Breech Lock
The lock mechanism is equivalent to the previous versions of the percussion locks for
hunting rifles. At the other end, the main spring serves as the trigger spring. To avoid
friction, there is a connecting link between the tumbler and the mainspring. Instead of the
percussion hammer, the lock has a cock with a hammer surface. By breaking open the
action, the weapon is loaded. Shot and bullet cartridges are used. 

Fig. 9 – 108a Use:
Hunting Rifles

Fig. 9 – 108b Ca. 1860:
Lefaucheux Double Barrel
Hunting Rifle

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1863: Austrian Double Barrel Army Pistol with Pin Fire
This double barrel pistol with break open barrel and pin fire by Ferdinand Lebeda, Prague
is unlocked with the front of the trigger guard.

Fig. 9 – 109a Ca. 1863:
Lebeda Pistol Lefaucheux
Ignition

Eidgenössische Waffensammlung
Photo: MeJü, Page 94
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Ca. 1870:  Lefaucheux Double Barrel Pistol
The ignition system is the same as a percussion double box lock that has the percussion
hammer replaced with an ignition hammer reaching the pin. This revolver has a break
open barrel.

Fig. 9 – 109b Ca. 1870:
Lefaucheux Double Barrel
Pistol

Private collection
Quelle: KuPe

Ca. 1870:  Lefaucheux Revolver
The main spring sets the hammer via a connecting piece. In the set position, the tongue of
the trigger locks into the sear at the lower part of the hammer. By pulling back the
hammer, the cylinder is turned to the next load via the cylinder advance lever. The
protruding tongue on the trigger serves as a cylinder stop so that the chamber in the
cylinder is lined up with the barrel. 

Fig. 9 – 110a Use:
Private Weapons, Rarely for
Military Use 

Fig. 9 – 110b Ca. 1880:
Lefaucheux Revolver, Liège,
Belgium

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Metal Cartridges with Rim Fire

In 1849 Paris, L. N. Flobert was granted a patent for a metal percussion cap with an
inserted lead bullet. This could be seen as the small caliber predecessor of the metal
cartridge with percussion ignition. A rim fire cartridge has however, a metal housing with
a sideways protruding hollow rim on the cartridge bottom where the ignition material is
placed. This protruding rim also serves to seal the barrel towards the breech as well as the
removal of the empty cartridge shells after firing. The black powder is placed in the area
between the ignition rim and the lead ball. The ignition happens by a blow with the firing
pin onto the rim. The rim also allows the firing pin to pinch the priming compound
between it and the chambers edge. The Peabody rifle cartridge with brass shells from
1862, the Vetterli cartridge from 1866, and the Roberts rifle cartridge from 1867 are
among the first rim fire cartridges.

Converted Breech Locks

The new, significantly more powerful needle ignition rifles, with the resulting success in
warfare were the reason why new designs for breech loaders and the conversion from
existing percussion locks to breech loaders were feverishly attempted. In the following
description, only a few of the breech loading systems that are relatively well known in
Europe are mentioned. 

1864/1871:  Snider Breech Lock
The most popular lock conversion was designed by J. Snider around 1863. This
conversion was used for the English rifle M.1864/1871. Instead of a breech plug, the
Snider lock has a breech block with a rotating axis, horizontal and parallel to the side of
the barrel. The breech block holds  the firing pin in a ignition tube- like hole where it is
held back by a coil spring. The hammer of the former percussion lock was replaced by a
hammer with a striking surface that matches up with the firing pin. The lock is set by pul-
ling the hammer into its safety notch and swinging the block sideways out of the opening.
Pulling back on the block will extract the cartridge. The firing pin is held back and away
from the block face by its coil spring. The hammer must be cocked separately. When
firing, the hammer hits the ignition pin on the striking surface and releases the shot. 

Fig. 9 – 111a Use:
Military Weapons, England
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Fig. 9 – 111b 1864/1871:
Snider Breech Lock
U.S.A./England

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Ca. 1865:  Allin Breech Lock, U.S.A., Trapdoor Springfield
On the trapdoor block by Erskine Allin, the rotation axis is horizontal and at a right angle
above the barrel. The hammer with its striking surface, hits the ignition plunger. 

Fig. 9 - 112 Use:
Military Carbines M. 1865
U.S.A.

National Army Museum, Sandhurst
Photo: LuJa, Fig. 312

Ca. 1866:  Wänzel Breech Lock, Austria
In 1866 in Austria the first muzzle loaders were converted to breech loaders with a swivel
block system, developed by Franz Wänzel, Vienna,  They had a horizontal rotation axis in
a right angle to the barrel. The hammer hits the ignition plunger with a striking surface.

Fig. 9 – 113 Use:
Military Rifle
M. 1854/1867
Austria

Heeresgeschichtliches Museum, Wien
Photo: GaEr, Page 347

Ca. 1866: Reilly-Comblain, Breech Lock, England
This breech loader has a laterally, moveable hinged breech block. This lock was not used
in the English army.
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Fig. 9 – 114 Ca. 1866:
Reilly-Comblain Breech Lock,
England

Owner unknown
Photo: LuJa, Page 117

1867:   ‘La Tabatière’ Breech Lock, M.Re 1867
For this French rifle M.Re 1867, a converted Snider system was used. It was and still is
known by the name ‘La Tabatiere’. It has the same construction features as the Snider
lock. It has however the advantage that there is a large trough on the back side that
allows for easier loading of the cartridge. 

Fig. 9 – 115a Use:
Military Weapon, France

Fig. 9 – 115b 1867:
‘La-Tabatière’ Lock
Military Carbines M. Re 1867
France

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

1867:  Milbank-Amsler Breech Lock, Switzerland
In the year 1867, Professor Jakob Amsler-Laffon of Schaffhausen, Switzerland developed
a lock mechanism based on the American patent by Milbank.  It became known under the
name of Milbank-Amsler. Instead of the breech plug, a swivel plug was installed on the
barrel. This swivel block has a horizontal rotation axis at a right angle to the barrel.  The
swivel block contains the firing pin without a return spring. Its range of motion is limited
by a threaded stud in a groove. The hammer of the former percussion lock has a groove
in the face to match the firing pin. When firing, the hammer hits the firing pin and ignites
the rim fire cartridge. 
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Fig. 9 – 116a Use:
Military Weapon, Switzerland

Fig. 9 – 116b 1867:
Milbank-Amsler Lock
Military Carbines
M.1867, Switzerland

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

1867/77:  Werndl Lock
In 1867, the Austrian Army converted muzzle loaders to breech loaders by installing
Werndl locks. Instead of a swiveling block, this lock has an approximate 90 degree
rotating cylinder with an axis parallel to the barrel. The cylinder has a groove on one side,
that allows the cartridge to slide into the chamber. Rotating the cylinder locks the barrel
and allows the firing pin to line up with the cartridge. This firing pin is secured by a screw
and held back by a coil spring. The hammer of the previous percussion lock was replaced
by a hammer with a striking surface that hits the firing pin when firing. 

Fig. 9 – 117a Use:
Military Weapon, Austria

Fig. 9 – 117b 1867:
Werndl Carbines, M. 1867
Austria

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Ca. 1867: Albini-Brändlin Breech Lock, Belgium
Breech loader with laterally moveable hinged breech block. 

Fig. 9 – 118 Ca. 1867:
Albini-Brändlin Carbines
M. 1867
Belgium

Owner unknown
Photo: LuJa, Page 117

Single Shot Breech Loader, new Construction

At the same time muzzle loaders were converted to breech loaders, single shot breech
loaders were designed and used in various countries.

This chapter of ignition methods mainly provides an overview of the ignition methods for
muzzle loaders. To conclude, the following gives a description of a few single shot breech
loader locks.

Ca. 1855:   Breech Lock, Frederick Prince
In 1855, Frederick Prince registered the early rotating cylinder lock at a patent office. To
open the lock, the barrel was slid forward by a lever on the side. 

Fig. 9 – 119 1855:
Frederick-Prince Lock of
Carbine

Owner unknown
Photo: WiFr, Page 160
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Ca. 1862:  Peabody-Martini Lock
The breech block with the firing pin is pivoted down around its axis at the rear top of the
action via an under-lever mechanism. This opens the chamber to allow the insertion of a
cartridge. The hammer has to be cocked separately. Martini improved on the design by
incorporating the spring powered ignition pin into the breach block and omitting the
hammer mechanism. 

Fig. 9 – 120 Ca. 1862:
Military Weapon, Switzerland,
M. 1867

Owner unknown
Photo: CiAl, Page 62

Ca. 1867: Remington Rolling Block Breech Lock
When loading, the hammer is pulled back and then the rolling block is swung back.  The
cartridge is inserted and the rolling block is turned into the closed position. When the gun
is fired, the hammer locks the rolling block in place and hits the ignition plunger. Its blow
onto the rim of the cartridge sets of the explosion. 

Fig. 9 – 121a

Fig. 9 – 121b Ca. 1867:
Remington Rolling Block
Breech Lock 
Carbine M. 1867

Owner unknown
Photo: CiAl, Page 63
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Repeater Locks

With the introduction of cartridges with rim and centre fire, a frenzied development of
locks for breech loading rifles, pistols and revolvers, began. Almost simultaneously,
weapons were designed in a way that shots could be fired shortly one after another with
only a few manipulations.
The rotating bolt action was first applied in large numbers for the Dreyse needle ignition
rifle. From this early rotating bolt action, many well known weapon designers developed
repeaters that were used until after the end of the 2nd World War. Some familiar names
are: 

� Germany: Dreyse, Mauser, Walther, Gustloff
� Austria: Anders, Fruwirth, Mannlicher, Schulhof, Krnka
� Switzerland: Vetterli
� France: Beaumont, Gras, Kopratschek, Lebel
� England: Wilson, Lee-Enfield
� America: Marlin, Hotchkiss, Lee, Springfield
� Russia: Berdan

Breech loader repeaters and automatic weapons are not the subject of this book. A
selection of repeating actions are shown as early examples from military actions. 

Ca. 1867:  Vetterli Repeater Lock, Prototype with Hammer
One of the first Vetterli lock prototypes from the year 1865 had a carrier mechanism that
transported the rim fire cartridge from the end of the tubular magazine to the front of the
chamber. With a rotating bolt action lock, the cartridge was moved into the chamber. As
a relict from the muzzle loading era, this lock still has a hammer. The shot is released with
a blow of the hammer onto the ignition plunger. 

Fig. 9 – 122 Use:
Repeater Prototype
Switzerland
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1869: Repeater Cylinder Lock, System Vetterli, Swiss Ordonance 1869
The Vetterli rifle was the first repeater used in European Armies. It has a tubular magazine
in the fore end below the barrel with a capacity of 12 cartridges of which one is in the
carrier. The cartridges are manually loaded into the loading gate via a cutout in the
carrier. Instead of the hammer, with the hammer spring, the rotating bolt action has an
ignition pin with a coil spring and an ignition fork. The rim fire cartridges are loaded. A
quarter turn of the bolt handle unlocks the action and pulls back the ignition pin pulling
back on the bolt, opening the lock. The empty cartridge shell is ejected and at the same
time, the next cartridge is brought up in front of the chamber by the carrier via a lever in
the loading mechanism. By pushing the rotating bolt forward, a new cartridge is
chambered, the ignition is set, and the bolt is locked with a quarter turn. When the Vetterli
rifle is fired, the trigger bar releases the firing pin and it hits the ignition fork  releasing the
shot.

Fig. 9 – 123a Use:
Swiss Army, Repeater
M. 1869/1878/1881 

Repeating Rifle
M. 1871/1878/1881

Fig. 9 – 123b 1871:
Repeater Rifle System Vetterli
Switzerland, M. 1869/1871

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

1882:  Repeater Cylinder Lock, System Mannlicher
The repeater rifle by Ferdinand Mannlicher has a solidly mounted magazine for five
cartridges in the stock. From the sloping magazine, the cartridges are transported up with
a spring in front of the chamber 

Fig. 9 – 124a  1882:
Repeater Carbine, M. 1881
Austria
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Fig. 9 – 124b 1885:
Mannlicher M. 1885
Improved Version of Repeater 
Austria /Hungary
Updated Version with impro-
ved magazine

Owner unknown
Photo: LuJa, Page 152

1888:  Repeater Bolt Action Lock, System Lee, England
Repeater with 5 shoot, fixed magazine.

Fig. 9 – 125a Use:
English Army

Fig. 9 – 125b 1895:
Repeating Rifle M. 1895,
System Lee
England

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

1888: Repeater Cylinder Lock, German ‘Kommissflinte’ M.1888
The infantry rifle of the Prussian army is also known by the nickname Kommissflinte. The
depicted weapon was built by the Austrian weapons manufacturer Steyr. It has a fixed
magazine for five shots. 

Fig. 9 – 126a Use:
Carbine, Prussia
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Fig. 9 – 126b 1888:
’Kommissflinte’ M. 1888
Prussia

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

1891: Repeater Cylinder Lock System Mosin-Nagant, Russia
This infantry rifle of the Russian Army has a fixed magazine for five cartridges. It was
designed by the Belgium weapon designer Emile Nagant, in collaboration with the
Russian artillery officer Sergei Ivanowitch Mosin.

Fig. 9 – 127a Use:
Military Weapon, Russia

Fig. 9 – 127b 1891:
Mosin-Nagant
Bolt Action Repeater Rifle
Russia

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

1889: Repeater Straight Pull Bolt Action, Schmidt-Rubin, Switzerland
The repeater rifle by Rudolf Schmidt has a straight pull bolt action with an integrated turn
mechanism. Contrary to most repeaters from those days, the shooter did not have to
make a turning movement to open or close the action. The elaborate and very precise
construction, allowed for a very quick loading sequence. In Switzerland, Eduard Alexander
Rubin was significantly involved in the development and promotion of the    7.5 mm
caliber for this and future repeaters.
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Fig. 9 – 128a Use:
Military Weapon

Fig. 9 – 128b 1889:
Schmid-Rubin
Repeater Rifle, M. 1889
Switzerland

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

1898: Repeater Cylinder Lock , System Mauser, Germany
Very reliable lock with shallow magazine for five shots.

Fig. 9 – 129a Use:
Military Weapon, Germany

Fig. 9 - 129b 1898:
Mauser
Repeater Rifle, M. 1898
Germany

Owner unknown
Photo: LuJa, Page 154


